Abstract. Let X, Y be p-homogeneous, complete F-spaces, r > 0, δ > 0. A function f : X → Y is an (r, δ)-isometry, if
Introduction
Let (X, d X ), (Y, d Y ) be metric spaces. A mapping f : X → Y is called δ-isometry if |d Y (f (x 1 ), f (x 2 )) − d X (x 1 , x 2 )| ≤ δ for x 1 , x 2 ∈ X. The problem of stability of isometries was posed in 1940 by S. M. Ulam as follows: does for each ε > 0 there exist a δ > 0 such that for each surjective δ-isometry f : X → Y such that f (0) = 0 there exists an isometry U : X → Y with U (0) = 0 satisfying the inequality d Y (f (x), U (x)) ≤ ε for x ∈ X ? D. H. Hyers and S. M. Ulam noticed that surjectivity assumption is essential and gave (under this additional assumption) a positive answer to the above question in the case, when X, Y are Hilbert spaces [3] . For Banach spaces this problem was affirmately solved by J. Gevirtz [2] , with 1 5 ε. This result was improved by M. Omladič, P. Šemrl [4] . They showed that we can take δ = 1 2 ε and that this estimation is sharp. We will use the following generalization of the notation of a normed space. Definition 1. [5] Let X be a real linear space and p ∈ (0, 1]. A function · : X → [0, ∞) satisfying, for all λ ∈ R, x ∈ X, conditions:
is called a p-homogeneous F-norm and a pair (X, · ) is called a p-homogeneous F-space.
Obviously, if (X, · ) is a normed space and p ∈ (0, 1], then (X, · p ) is a p-homogeneous F-space. A more natural example is given by L p (X, S, µ), where (X, S, µ) is a measure space, with F-norm f = Ì X |f | p dµ. In the case, when X, Y are p-homogeneous F-spaces the problem of stability of isometries has a negative solution. Namely we have the following result [7] .
Theorem. Let X be a Banach space, p ∈ (0, 1), δ > 0 and let a function f : X → X be defined by
It is the reason for which we modify the notion of δ-isometry and the Ulam's problem. Our aim is to obtain a stability.
Let X, Y be a p-homogeneous F-spaces.
Let A 1 be the class of all surjections f : X → Y , and A 2 -the class of all bijections f : X → Y .
Let r > 0 and let i ∈ {1, 2}. We propose the following modification of Ulam's problem: does for each ε > 0 there exist a δ > 0 such that for each (r, δ)-isometry f ∈ A i such that f (0) = 0 there exists a surjective isometry U :
We consider two cases: when i ∈ {1, 2}, 0 < r < 1 p and i = 2, r > 1 p . In the first case we obtain a lack of stability, in the second the stability. We show also that in general the following result holds true: if X, Y are complete and f : X → Y is a surjective (r, δ)-isometry such that f (0) = 0, then there exists a unique linear surjective isometry U :
In the whole paper we assume that r > 0, δ > 0, X, Y are p-homogeneous F-spaces.
Main results
The following proposition shows that in the case i = 1, 0 < r < 1 p the modified Ulam's problem has a negative solution. Proposition 1. Let p ∈ (0, 1], r > 0, δ > 0 be fixed constants such that pr < 1, X = Y = R, x := |x| p for x ∈ R. Then the function f : R → R given by f (x) = x + δ|x| 1−pr for x ∈ R is a surjective (r, 2δ)-isometry and for each isometry U :
Proof. We show f is (r, 2δ)-isometry. Let x, y ∈ X and let
We consider two cases:
Case 1. We will apply the following inequality [7] (2)
With respect to the symmetry of A we may assume that |x| > |y|.
For x = 0, y = 0 we have
Making use of obvious inequality
For y = 0, x = 0, making use of (2), we obtain: 
Since U (x) − U (y) = x − y for x, y ∈ R, we have |a| p · |x − y| p = |x − y| p for x, y ∈ R. Hence a = 1 or a = −1. Consequently U is of the form U (x) = x + b for x ∈ R or U (x) = −x + b for x ∈ R, where b ∈ R. In both cases sup x∈R f (x) − U (x) = ∞.
The following Lemma plays the crucial role in our considerations.
Lemma 1. Let r > 0, δ > 0, and let X, Y be p-homogeneous F-spaces. If a function f : X → Y is a bijective (r, δ)-isometry such that f (0) = 0, then there exist positive constants C 1 (depending on r), C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 (depending on p, r, δ) such that
for x, y ∈ X, n ≥ 3, n ∈ N. Moreover, we can assume that for i = 2, 3, 4, 5,
The proof is a modification of Lemma 15.1 ([1]) and will be ommited.
Lemma 2. Let X = {0}, Y be p-homogeneous F-spaces, let V : X → Y be a linear isometry and let f : X → Y be a function such that
Then for all x ∈ X there exists
as n → ∞, because 2 n x 0 = 2 np x 0 → ∞ as n → ∞.
Lemma 3. Let X = {0}, Y be p-homogeneous F-spaces and let X be complete. If f : X → Y is a surjective (r, δ)-isometry such that f (0) = 0, and
Proof. Obviously U (0) = 0. Let w ∈ Y , w = 0. It follows from surjectivity of f that there exists a sequence (x n ) ⊂ X such that f (x n ) = 2 n w for n ∈ N. Making use of Definition 2 we obtain
Whence we have 
Lemma 4. Let p ∈ (0, 1], r > 0 be such that pr < 1, and let w ≥ 0. Then
Proof. Let
for n ∈ N, n ≥ 3 and let
We have
We can easily check that
It means that F attains minimum at x w := log 2 ( wpr 1−pr ) r and we have
Assume
In this case we have
pr .
Assume that x w > 3. It is easy to verify, by using standard method of differential calculus, that the function (0, 1) ∋ t → t t (1 − t) 1−t ∈ R attains for t = 1 2 a global minimum, which is equal 1 2 . Hence we have the following inequality
Putting k w := ⌊x w ⌋ + 1 and making use of (4) we obtain
Consequently we have
Taking into consideration both cases we obtain
Theorem 1. Let p ∈ (0, 1], r > 0, pr < 1, δ > 0 and let X, Y be phomogeneous complete F-spaces. If a function f : X → Y is a bijective (r, δ)-isometry with f (0) = 0, then there exist a unique linear isometry U : X → Y and constants A, B > 0, depending on p, r, δ, such that
Moreover, we can assume that
Proof. Let x, y ∈ X. We denote I := f (
. It follows from Lemma 1 that
for n ≥ 3, n ∈ N, where C 1 > 0 depends on r, C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 are of the form
for n ≥ 3, n ∈ N. Since sequences 2
, (2 pr−1 ) n−2 are convergent, there exists a constant C ′ 6 > 0, depending on p, r such that where K := max{K 1 , K 2 }. Substituting in (6) x = 2 n z, y = 0, we obtain
Dividing both sides of this inequality by 2 (n−1)p , we get
